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NEW lP-TO-DATE BOOKS FROM NOYES DATA 
Noyes Data has developed specific publishing techniques that allow the 
publication of technical and business books in hard cover within a matter 
of months after acceptance of manuscript. Due to rapid changes in 
technology and business conditions, the publication of these latest 
developments in a durable binding is important to you. 
Hardcover Books Published Late 1973 
SOFT DRINK MANUFACTURE by M.T. Gillies: The soft drink industry has two separate technol-
ogies: carbonated and noncarbonated. This book covers in considerable detail manufacturing 
techniques for these consumer products. ISBN: .0-8155-0507-8; 336 pp.; $36 
CHEMICALS BY FERMENTATION by S.J. Gutcho: Describes processes .for chemicals based on the 
use of microorganisms; valued highly by industry because of the wide variety of raw materials 
available. Fermentations are now part of a multibillion dollar industry using computer-con-
trolled systems. ISBN: 0-8155-0508-6; 357 pp.; $36 
ENVIRONMENTAL LITERATURE -A BIBLIOGRAPHY by G.F. and J.C. Bennett: A bibliography 
of books, pamphlets, journals, SOl services. Title listings of primary publications include 
prices and are never abbreviated, giving a clear indication of the information in the original 
publication. ISBN : 0-8155-0509-4; 134 pp. ; $18 
DRILLING MUD AND FLUID ADDITIVES by J. McDermott : A very timely technology book for 
the petroleum industry. Today's high performance drilling muds and fluids make it possible 
to drill thousands of feet of open hole at substantial savings in .casing costs for oil wells. 
ISBN: 0-8155-0510-8; 305 pp.; $36 
EDIBLE GUMS AND RELATED SUBSTANCES by A.A. Lawrence: A wide range of processes is 
disclosed, including many techniques for extraction, preparation and enhancement of desired 
properties. Emphasis is on food technology. ISBN: 0-8155-0511-6; 342 pp.; $36 
PHOTOGRAPHIC EMULSIONS- RECENT DEVELOPMENTS by R.W. James: There is consider-
able activity in this rapidly changing field . Describes process technology in direct positive 
and silver dye methods as well as in solvent transfer (Polaroid-Land) systems. 
ISBN : 0-8155-0512-4; 303 pp.; $36 
FURANS- SYNTHESIS AND APPLICATIONS by A. Williams: Describes synthetic routes, prod-
ucts and end use applications of furan derivatives; based on furfural from corncobs. 
ISBN : 0-8155-0506-X; 303 pp.; $36 
POLLUTION CONTROL IN METAL FINISHING by M.R. Watson: Electroplating and other metal· 
finishing waste streams are serious contributors to water pollution. Economic factors and 
meaningful technology towards reducing pollution are described in this book. 
ISBN: 0-8155-0505-1; 295 pp. ; $36 
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THERE'S A WAY TO SIMPLIFY ACQUISITION OF ALL 
TYPES OF SERIAL PUBLICATIONS-INCLUDING 
CONTINUATIONS, NEWSPAPERS, 
MONOGRAPHS, GPO, ETC. 
Eliminate every pitfall of serials acquisition? Never. Yet with EBSCO Subscription 
Services servicing and processing your serials list, you'll ease the headaches and 
greatly simplify the whole procedure because we handle ALL types of serials. 
At EBSCO Subscription Services, we maintain current information on approximate-
ly 60,000 titles, and the list grows rapidly. We have 13 regional offices staffed with 
knowledgeable people who'll be pleased to make suggestions on acquisitions and 
service procedures. And , as a division of a diversified international corporation, we 
have the support of a major data processing department, an experienced fulfill-
ment center and a title search department. 
For full information on our ability and experience to service and process all your 
serial publications, phone or write the EBSCO Subscription Services office near you. 
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Librarians get the message and selected Estey Style Bookstacks 
over weld frame style 40-1. 
For that " loner ... we repeat the message: 
• Estey Bookstacks are 3x stronger than weld frame. 
• Estey Bookstacks are flexible - weld frame is not. 
• Estey Bookstacks allow easy storage - weld frame does not. 
Estey Bookstacks outclass weld frame in every respect . 
It's no contest. 
ONCE AND FOR ALL GET WITH ESTEY BOOKSTACKS. 
WRITE FOR DETAILS 
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CORPORATIO N Smce 1876 
Drawer E • Red Bank. New Jersey 0770 1 
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